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Case Study –
Wizarding World Book Quiz
Problem
Pottermore Publishing is home to content from one of
the most famous franchises on earth, but books won’t
always be the first access point to the brand for new
fans, especially if they’re not yet familiar with the
Wizarding World. The prevalence of tech occupies the
same entertainment space for young minds as books, so
there was an opportunity to provide a modern-platform,
gentle introduction to the magic of Harry Potter and the
Wizarding World.
Opportunity
As children become more accustomed to using Alexa, a
skill seemed like a great way to reach them. The skill’s
purpose was twofold: it needed to test and develop
comprehension skills, as well as spark interest in magical
stories of the Wizarding World and capture imaginations
that have no shortage of entertainment options to
engage with.

Case Study –
Wizarding World Book Quiz
Solution
Rehab created a distinguished skill with a cleverly crafted
narrative, cherry-picking the right audiobook content to
ensure they engaged the audience, keeping the need for a
fun, competitive and ‘sticky’ experience front of mind. From
this content, they were able to create a quiz-led narrative
spanning seven days, introducing the audience to key
moments and characters from the Harry Potter stories.
The skill’s voiceover guides users through the experience, with
bespoke visual assets for the screens aiding the imagination
of players. With the Premium version, every point won from
day seven onwards goes towards getting a user’s house to
the top of the daily leaderboard. Badges can also be earned
for weekly streaks and playing on ‘special days’, such as Harry
Potter’s birthday and Valentine’s – so there are a lot of
reasons for kids and families to keep coming back.
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Go-To-Market
Go-To-Market Approach
The Pottermore skill is launching at a time
when many children and parents are
spending a lot of time at home and are
looking for additional entertainment, and
it’s really important to the franchise to
support families and provide content for
them.
Tying into the Harry Potter At Home
initiative and campaign, we leveraged the
Wizarding World’s owned channels as the
first step to getting the word out to loyal
and highly engaged Harry Potter fans –
leveraging social media, website and email
campaigns to subscribers.
The skill was also part of FreeTime
Unlimited on Alexa – allowing even more
parents and kids to discover the magic of
the Wizarding World Book Quiz via
promotion on these channels.

Case Study Video

Trouble viewing the video? Paste this link into your browser.

https://youtu.be/86CT_iOmtes

Pottermore’s Learnings

A voice-over artist makes all
the difference in creating an
enjoyable and engaging skill.

For kids skills, elements of
choice and competition capture
their attention and have a
positive impact on play.

Visual assets for devices with
screens make the content more
immersive but are not essential,
as long as you give equal
importance to sound design.

